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About This Game

Brawlderdash is a local multiplayer sports game. Players choose from multiple sport characters to pass and bash past the
opposing team!

Alternate stadium features and different weather conditions ensure no two matches are the same. From a well-kept soccer pitch
to a windy field with pinball bumpers, there's something for every play group and simple controls allow for pick up play.

Features:

Local Multiplayer for up to 8 players

6 Playable Classes!

Each Sport may Dash and Kick, but their Special Skills set them apart.

Golfer

Soccer

Hockeyman
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Footballer

Runner

Baseballer

8 Stadiums

Time and Goal modes

Watch as your fans turn their backs on you in dismay, as your chances of reaching the playoffs diminish with each
dropped pass and missed goal. They'll never love you again.

The local sports radio no longer answers your calls.
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Why this game was never followed up on is beyond me. It probably didn't do well sales-wise, but don't let it fool you. It is
possibly the best 40K game ever released.. DONT DRINK AND DRIVE, SMOKE AND FLY!. If you have read the store page,
and watched the trailer, you will know what your in for. basicly your goal is to put the fire out, recover as many people and cats
as you can, and make miss ion happy (that kinda is the only painful thing about the game) being a "rouge inspired" game
mechanics wise. its unlikly that two runs will be exactly alike. however I do feel this game has understood what makes this kind
of gameplay good and addopted it to the firefighting gameplay. while its not with out its flaws, its a very well focused game that
knows what it wants to do

the actual gameplay is great because it gives you the rules upfront. this is a race to the 16th level, (of which each 4 represenets a
zone, with a set style) on top of that, you have a few diffrent tools to work with up front (as in your not compleatly weak to
everything from the start) not that its not hard. but its not unfair from the start. when you first spawn in a level, the timer is
stoped until the green door is opened, giving you time to check the map, see whats in each area of the map. while this game has
a kinda awakred camara, the green door gives off a glow even off screen so you can find your way back to the exit with out
needing to look at the map all the time. the time limit is really there to keep you moving and is the major threat in this game,
fire will not do damage to you, until you sit near it for too long, and as such, it punishes you for rushing into a deep blaze
(though sometimes you need to to get civs out before they die) the other main form of damage is the overheateded doors which
you will know because of the fire at the base of them, if you open them, they expload on you. usualy there is at least one cat per
floor so you can get hits back if your decent enough.

where this game gets hard is as follows. when time runs out, the reaper shows up and chases you around the level, if he hits you,
its game over. though you can still get your loot back if you make it to that level in one run. but while its posable to dodge him,
most new and even experanded players would rather have more time on there clock. civs and cats die very quickly, if you get the
defibulatior items, its posable to revive humans, but, you can only do it twice, after which they are dead. cats can no be revived
if they go down, not that easy to see them ether. in a room with fire, when you enter, only then do the other charators start
taking damage, but there is a coughing sfx to make sure you know there is someone there, cats might have a small sound effect,
but I cant here it. the game drops 10sec for every person you let die. no penetly for cats as well all know they have more lives
elsewhere. there are also electrical fires which are used to force you to chose between going for the plug box, or going elsewhere
first. while you can put them out with the foam (not the water) it often takes a while, and many times its easy to put all but one
out, then have a random fireball set all of the electric fires back alight, which makes everythign take so much longer. thankfully
once you hit the fuse box, all of them dissapear

miss ion and the progression system, she is a npc who like others can die, however until you do her mission (terible I know) she
will not follow you, each mission on the floors she appears on are always the same. (floor 1, one red bag, 3 5 files and post it in
the red post box, 5 find the valult and loot it. however once compleated, you get a min and a half of time then and there, and she
dropes a ion token, collect them so you can unlock more perks

the game has around 7-8 perks, aside from the first one, you need a set number of ion tokens to unlock them, then you can
spend some of your money to upgrade them up to 4 or so times, most of these really help you out in small simple ways. but. they
really dont add that much to the game out side of giving you a reason to do the miss ion quests. if I had to say there was any bad
points to the game, its that the missions are trivial and annoying, as all your doing is moving around near objects and pressing f.
but at least its not interfearing with the game play at all and can be done fast. I am sure some people like it more then others. its
never needed, but it can help.

the games difficulty goes up each stage set by not only getting slightly larger, but also expanding the size of the fires in each
room. every 4 levels changes the theme (1-4 is office, 5-8 is ex rooms, 9-12 is the lab, 13-16 is the factory) each zone adds more
flamable material, thigns which spread fire in more dangrous ways, as well as the 3-4 zone adding extra hazzerds. this makes it
very hard to beat all of the levels, however you will be able to start at any stage if you want. once you have gotten to it once.

the soundtrack is for the most part really good, though each zone has only one soundtrack, when you get low on time, it changes
to the panic form and stays there until you at least get one min of time on the clock. the theme of this game is amazingly fun,
being very uk. I do find the audio to be very good with the exception of the looping on the spray for both foam and water. it
tends to have weird pauses instead of being continuis fully, however these can be fixed. for a indy game its pretty well done
though it has bugs.
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the only downside is that there could be more room types. and the difficulty goes down alot on the early areas with pratice. to
the point of sometimes feeling trival. and often most rooms are not that hard. however, there will always be that one room which
is a jerk to you. and I do think that a bit more work could be put in to make the map generator a bit more consistant.

the developer is active on the forums, there was a day one patch which did make the game better, and its clearly a soild product.
i can recommend this game to people who want somethign that works, and plays well. as always check the forum and do your
reserch, watch a video or two to get a good idea about how it plays and if you will like it or not.

I give this game a b+, very solid, while still having room to improve.. Creativity without screwing up! This is a unique take on a
music game that lets you create music but guarantees that it harmonizes. There's a huge variety of instruments and musical
genres, making it a lot of fun to mix and match, trying out different combinations. It's fun to play and I really enjoyed the
environments and VR elements, like the instrument selections and floating notes.. Sersiouly shallow depth. Not fun, no
challenge. Playing for more than 30 seconds you can tell they tried to port it to steam from a phone.. I can't recommend this
game at this state. It's only borderline playable (buildings have no collision detection, so you walk through them, test is shown
through everything, the "heist" doesn't work properly, as you can't really take out the jewlery out of the cases, game feels to
stutter a little bit, but no actual framdrops occur), it takes not even an hour to beat everything that has been implemented for
now it seems, the story is kind of flat at the moment, voice acting is done by text-to-speech programs, and overall it kind of
feels more a chore than a game currently. I waited over a month from my initial purchase and subsequent last playthrough to
check if the developer would come up with a new update anytime soon, but there has been radio silence so far. So I would
advise everyone to wait and see how it is going to develop than to but it at the moment.. on sale is was only $4 USD and I must
say even for its standard price this is a great loco for anyone looking for something new. DTM always does great work adding all
the little things that matter..... https:\/\/youtu.be\/h1j8u8Rjblg

A cute hook is worth a lot, but the super thin amount of content is over before it really gets started.
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Only logical to buy a Season pass - that way everything will be at a reasonable price.

Great DLCs, the best costumes in the franchise.

10\/10. THERE IS NO WORD TO DESCRIBE THIS ADDON IT IS SO BAD THAT I CANT EVER CALL IT BAD STAY
AWAY FROM IT IF U DONT WANT TO WAST YOUR MONEY IF YOU WANT SOMETHING BRILIENT FOR YOUR
MONEY THEN BUY THE 14XX ADDIN PACK IT REALLY IS YOUR MONEYS WOURTH THE RESON IT WAS BAD
IS BECAUSE IT HAS 2 MISSING TEXTURES ON THE WATER SITE GLASS AND HAS THE BLACK 5 DEFALT
SOUNDS AND WHISTLE.. REVIEW (UPDATED)(another update: see bottom for ultimate reason why you should not get
this game)

This game is the afterbirth of all the games available on Steam. It is terrible on every single level. Bugs, glitches, goblin darts,
they're all there.

Music is awful.
Voice acting is that of a Simlish Rammstein song.
Gameplay is poop.
Whoever thought the idea of adding a grain filter so deep you could cut through it was a terrible idea.
Game crashes galore.
DO NOT BUY

FURTHER ANALYSIS:
This game is STILL on Steam Greenlight since January 2014, waiting to be greenlit. However it has now been published by
Strategy First, who have released about a hundred OLD games on Steam within the past couple of months. No early access, no
greenlighting procedure, etc. I then took a look at the Strategy First website, and there is absolutely no mention of DEHON
Monster(s) Challenge Circus.

This is not an old game. This was started in 2010, and was just released yesterday (16\/05\/2014). Who the hell greenlit this?
Who sat at a desk with three hundred other games and said "YEAH THIS IS OK TO RELEASE. GREENLIGHT IT"

I'm honestly not sure what FreeGamer's goal here is with this..... thing too. They certainly aren't a professional studio, that's for
sure, with one post refering to their logo which is a crudely drawn GOAT, and connects this with the line of games they are
associated with. WHO CARES! What matters is the GAMEPLAY!

In my initial review I forgot to mention that the game crashes every single time after dying, and choosing a game mode.
I also forgot to initially mention how ridiculously short this is, with four RIDICULOUSLY SHORT STORY MISSIONS and
then 4 survival arenas. FreeGamer promised 3 to 4 hours of gameplay. That is crap.

UPDATE #2: I just downloaded the demo of this game that was made available on Gamershell. Already I could see that the file
sizes were similar. However...aside from only two levels only being available for each game mode, and less than 1MB
difference, the file contents of each of the versions IS THE SAME.
How the hell did you think you could get away with this?!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gq1hoZaFNck. it does not work. I really wanted to like this game, but there is just too
many bugs with it right now. After multiple restarts, I was able to do contracts (for some reason, sometimes the contracts list is
totally empty and requires you to interact with the tutorial cell phone, atleast was the case for me). However, even after doing
contracts, I found the game much too difficult to stay afloat financially. After making about 5 sales, I was in the red again a few
seconds later. The game has a really cool concept and has some awesome potential, however right now it really needs some
TLC. As of now, the game isn't built for it's demographic: stoners. Its unreliable user interface, confusing tutorial system and in
game financial difficulty you witness at the very beginning of the game result in a very broken and unforgiving experience. As I
said before, this game has some really good potential and I want to like it. As it stands, I wouldn't recommend buying this right
now. Not even for the sale price of $11.99
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